Petroworks off road products

Get directions: Google maps. Website: We regularly get phone calls for help trying to figure out
why their lights don't come, or their radio turns off when they turn the lights on. Being electrical
this is almost impossible to solve on a phone call. In these pictures I recently acquired a really
nice Samurai and took it for a test. This car had all the above electrical issues mentioned above.
Well I I give you the culprits of my issues The infamous Alarm system, butt connectors and
crimp connectors. Don't use these quick and easy gadgets in your car. Solder is your friend.
And if you dont know how then learn, ask a friend who does or pay to get it done right. Also, a
copy of the factory service manual with the wiring diagram can really save time. We are usually
too busy working on customer cars than on our own cars and have to catch up on our own
projects that going wheeling falls to the back of the list. Well today Carl and I took to the trails
for a few hours. One of the best parts of living in SoCal is that there are a lot of places to go
within 1hr drive of our shop. With so many guys installing 1. With all the high milage cars
sourcing rebuild able heads is a challange. Most are cracked or the cam journals are just worn
out.. Well we have finally sourced completely new heads ready to install. We have been testing
these for the last year and so far have not had any issues. Yes, we are still here and yes we are
still looking for ways to make things better in these COVID lockdown days. We have been
making our HP 1. Well the wait is finally over we finally have a design and a final product.
Taking pre-orders now for our first batch to arrive in the next days. Send changes. Your name.
Your email Not for publication. Send review. Send Complaint. Coming along.. Looking to add a
full interior Sport â€” Cage to my Samurai I wanted to install something that was well built and
functional. My search for a product that would fit my needs lead me to Petroworks Off-Road
Products. I have no doubt it will serve my needs very well and it will protect my head if I do put
Grouche to sleep on his side! This project took about 8 hours from start to finish including
painting the bare metal finish of the Sport â€” Cage when it arrived to my door. Packing is
ingenious but it is heavy. It comes in a big circle wrapped in plastic and carpet. Unpack your
prize taking care to verify all the serial numbers that are stamped into the ends off all sections.
Make sure you have your hammer, large tip phillips screw driver, and you impact driver with a 2
tip. Remember we are working with the infamous Samurai screws. Remove the bolts that secure
the targa, but do not remove targa. Remove the round windshield braces. Disconnect the outer
windshield braces from the windshield. Remove the stock roll bar. Slip the front legs into the
main bar. Note: Do not tighten the bolts and nuts at this time. Do not use washers. Put the bolts
in from the bottom â€” the nuts on the top. Note: For one time in my life I actually took time to
read the instructions. This was a good thing. A bad thingâ€¦ I did not follow them very well.
When they tell you to install the mid section then the front legs and do not bolt it down until you
are done installing all the sections, believe them. The instructions that ship with this kit are very
comprehensive. One area that was not discussed in the instructions for my 87 Samurai was
what to do with the stock grab bar. I found it gets in the way of the passenger front leg if it is left
in place. After removing it with a 12mm socket through the glove box the front leg falls right into
place. Slip the rear legs into the main bar. Slip the rear brace onto the main bar. Replace bolts in
targa. Tighten all the bolts in the targa and the 8 bolts that attach the main bar. Tighten the seat
belt brace bolts. Position front and rear legs and tighten all the bolts. See sketch 1. Note: After
you drill the first hole place a bolt in the hole so that the leg does not move while you drill the
other holes. Attach the rear legs the same as step above. Replace the windshield braces.
Recheck all bolts to be sure they are tight. Place the warning labels onto the front brace where it
is visible to the front seat passenger and driver. Place the other warning label onto the main bar
so that it is visible to the rear seat passengers. You must be logged in to post a comment. Skip
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Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. Rest assured that your order is our top priority. As a result, we are
currently unable to refund shipping costs in the event your order delivery is delayed. Hover or
touch to zoom. Click right or left side or swipe to see more images. Tap to zoom tap again to
zoom out. Swipe right or left for more images. Availability: In stock. We personally have found

great success with the clutches from Petroworks. We ran one on our Project 2. It also has a
great feel and continues to be a great performer. We know that there are some clutches that
have the "All or Nothing" feel to them which is not the case with this high quality unit. Featuring
a dual material surface for extended clutch wear during the most demanding use, the clutch will
not slip or lose grip. Register or login here. Advanced Search. My Account Log In Policies.
Products Toggle Navigation. Add to Cart. Add to Compare. Kit Comes with B earings and
Alignment Tool. Suzuki Samurai New Flywheel for 1. Bolt Checkout. Sign in Please enter your
email below and we will send you a new password. Login Forgot Your Password? Create New
Account. Back to Form Login Send Password. Back to Form Login Submit. Other Social Login.
We are still here and working our butts off. Supply chains and manufacturing staggering their
shifts combined with longer waits for items to get through customs has really made this last
year challenging. We finally got the pieces in to start making out stock steering replacement
kits. Yes each one is hand tig welded in our shop. We regularly get phone calls for help trying to
figure out why their lights don't come, or their radio turns off when they turn the lights on. Being
electrical this is almost impossible to solve on a phone call. In these pictures I recently acquired
a really nice Samurai and took it for a test. This car had all the above electrical issues
mentioned above. Well I I give you the culprits of my issues The infamous Alarm system, butt
connectors and crimp connectors. Don't use these quick and easy gadgets in your car. Solder
is your friend. And if you dont know how then learn, ask a friend who does or pay to get it done
right. We are usually too busy working on customer cars than on our own cars and have to
catch up on our own projects that going wheeling falls to the back of the list. Well today Carl
and I took to the trails for a few hours. One of the best parts of living in SoCal is that there are a
lot of places to go within 1hr drive of our shop. With so many guys installing 1. With all the high
milage cars sourcing rebuild able heads is a challange. Most are cracked or the cam journals
are just worn out.. Well we have finally sourced completely new heads ready to install. We have
been testing these for the last year and so far have not had any issues. Yes, we are still here
and yes we are still looking for ways to make things better in these COVID lockdown days. We
have been making our HP 1. Well the wait is finally over we finally have a design and a final
product. Been a busy week in the shop. I think SoCal mother nature is working overtime for us
to be more like the east coast with a hot sticky summer. Lots of work involved in putting an
automatic tranny into a Samurai. Or is it just a great way to see your drivetrain offroad? With all
the supply chain problems we tried to source an alternative for our spring pads. Guess we will
stay out of this product for a while longer. We put 2 extra holes in our pads over 25yrs ago after
we recognized that when you do a SPOA moving your axles forward or back help with clearance
issues. The larger pad gives more surface area for the spring to help with axle wrap. The small
pad gives no support. Pay once cry once Its amazing how supply chains can so easily affect the
completion of production. Yes, we are busy. Can't go wrong with an ARB air locker in the front
end of your Samurai. And might as well do an axle rebuild while at it. In case you were wo
1999 harley davidson sportster 1200
alpine type s 10 wiring diagram
808 hex tl troubleshooting
ndering what to get with your stimulus check. We are still here as we are considered
"essential". However, we have slowed down so if you need some work done now is the time for
our undivided attention. And yes that is a 1. Not our normal work, but we do have some skills.
Well, we are still open and working. Maybe this rain will wash the virus away. Until then we will
continue fix cars, make and ship parts so long as the supply chain allows. Jump to. Sections of
this page. Accessibility Help. Email or Phone Password Forgot account? Log In. Forgot
account? Not Now. SoCal never ceases to amaze. Yestarday was the beach surfing and today.
Also, a copy of the factory service manual with the wiring diagram can really save time. Taking
pre-orders now for our first batch to arrive in the next days. Coming along.. Love getting plating
in. Tome to start the assembly process. Need a head? We got em Motor mount day New wire
harness building room coming right along. YJ with 3" OME springs. See More.

